Chicken versus Presidents
A political parody party game
made with cards
by Supersonic Snail Studio

What is the big idea?
The chicken has laid golden eggs and the corrupt
presidents want them all.
No, they need them actually, because what is a corrupt
president without a golden egg?
So the fearless battle to gather them is just about to
begin!

Game characteristics
Ridiculous setting – there is a
chicken which has laid golden eggs
named Johnny, Rocky, Maria and
others. These eggs are very much
wanted by the corrupt presidents
like the president Mr. Dump and the president Comrade
Grutin.
Fast paced game – the game is over in 10 to 15
minutes and don´t wait too long to start a new game.
Easy to understand rules – the game mechanics are
very simple and easy to pick up even by a chicken
brain. No university degree required to play this
one!
Strategic – the mechanics are simple yet you can
become the strategy master (or chicken master). And
still no university degree is required for this way
of playing the game.
Stunningly amazing graphics – just check the playcard pictures around.

Game mechanics
- one player is the chicken with all the golden eggs and the other players
are the corrupt presidents
- players draw cards each round and arm up with weapons like broken glass
bottle, baseball bat, or the most deadly one, a chemical fart

- then they all fight for the eggs
- if the chicken dies, the game is over and eggs are counted and the
president with most eggs wins the game
- and not to forget, there are also other interaction cards where players
can steal or exchange cards among each other for example or put each other
in jail.
Game components
The game consists of 66 beautifully crafted and hand painted cards. That is
all. Not more cards, not less cards, 66 and that is it!
Who are we?
Supersonic Snail Studio is a small and independent studio based in Prague,
Czech republic, Europe.
Our staff has experience in creating games for different platforms, from
Xbox to board games.
Contact
Tomas Pelak, tpelak@gmail.com, mussar@protonmail.com

